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Abstract: The objective of this research is introduce a new machine learning ensemble approach that
is a hybridization of Bagging ensemble (BE) and Logistic Model Trees (LMTree), named as BE-LMtree,
for improving the performance of the landslide susceptibility model. The LMTree is a relatively new
machine learning algorithm that was rarely explored for landslide study, whereas BE is an ensemble
framework that has proven highly efficient for landslide modeling. Upper Reaches Area of Red River
Basin (URRB) in Northwest region of Viet Nam was employed as a case study. For this work, a GIS
database for the URRB area has been established, which contains a total of 255 landslide polygons
and eight predisposing factors i.e., slope, aspect, elevation, land cover, soil type, lithology, distance
to fault, and distance to river. The database was then used to construct and validate the proposed
BE-LMTree model. Quality of the final BE-LMTree model was checked using confusion matrix and a
set of statistical measures. The result showed that the performance of the proposed BE-LMTree model
is high with the classification accuracy is 93.81% on the training dataset and the prediction capability
is 83.4% on the on the validation dataset. When compared to the support vector machine model and
the LMTree model, the proposed BE-LMTree model performs better; therefore, we concluded that
the BE-LMTree could prove to be a new efficient tool that should be used for landslide modeling.
This research could provide useful results for landslide modeling in landslide prone areas.
Keywords: landslide; bagging ensemble; Logistic Model Trees; GIS; Vietnam
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1. Introduction
The problem of rainfall-induced landslides, which are triggered by high intense and long lasting
precipitation, seems to be more serious in recent years in many regions around the world due to
the effects of climate changes i.e., extreme rainfall events [1–8]. The rainfall-triggered landslide is
especially exacerbated in countries that are located in storm centers of the world, such as Vietnam [9],
Philippines [10], and China [11]. For example, the tropical typhoon of Rasmussen caused various
floods and landslides with the total damages were estimated at $7 billion [12]. It anticipates that
the number of landslides in the future will continue to rise due to effects of extreme rainfall events
and changes of hydrological cycles [13]. Thus, landslide has become one of the hottest subject of
the research community, however, accurately prediction of landslide still is a challenging real-world
problem [14]. Therefore, more researches on landslide are still urgently required for deriving better
detailed knowledge of slope failure and its mechanisms for designing remedial measures.
The development of a hazard map that provides detailed dimensional information of spatial
distributions, temporal predictions, and destructive power of landslide is considered as an efficient
tool for designing mitigation measures and management policies. However, the hazard map at the
regional scale requires very detailed temporal landslide inventories that are hardly available, especially
in developing countries [15]. For this context, a landslide susceptibility map (LS-map) could be
alternatively employed since it helps to identify areas with high landslide probability. According to
Ciampalini, et al. [16], LS-map is a valuable decision-support tool that assists local authorities in land
use infrastructural planning and management
To produce susceptibility map, a variety of studying approaches has been introduced because the
accuracy of the susceptibility map at regional analysis scale is controlled not only by the quality of the
input maps, but also the algorithms and techniques that are employed [17]. These approaches vary from
expert weighting methods to deterministic and statistical models. Evaluation of these approaches has
been well presented i.e., in Chacon et al. [18] and Van Westen, et al. [19]. In recent years, new approaches
that are based on advanced statistical and machine learning methods have been proposed i.e.,
fuzzy k-Nearest Neighbor [17]; fuzzy rule based models [20–23]; neural networks [24–30]; support
vector machines [31–38]; Random Forests; metaheuristic optimized least squares support vector
machines [39,40]; Cuckoo optimized relevance vector machines [41]; Chi-squared automatic interaction
detection (CHAID) [42]; tree-based algorithms [43–47]; and, gene expression programming [48].
The main advantage of these methods is that they are capable of involving several to a large number of
variables for reliable results, and overall, these methods are able to provide better performance models
when compared to those of conventional methods [43,49,50].
In the last years, the integration of advanced machine learning algorithms and homogeneous
ensemble frameworks has been explored for landslide susceptibility modeling with promising results.
For example, Tien Bui, et al. [51] show that the landslide model based on a combination of functional
trees with Bagging performs better than the neural network models. Pham et al. [23] concluded that
the hybridization of Fuzzy Unordered Rules Induction Algorithm and Rotation forest ensemble has
increased the prediction performance of the landslide model when compared to the benchmark of
support vector machines model. Pham et al. [26] reported that the landslide model derived from
a combinations of MultiBoost and Dagging with neural networks has significantly improved the
prediction power of the landslide model using only the neural network. Thus, it could be concluded
that homogeneous ensembles of machine learning are promising and should be further investigated
aiming to improve the prediction capability of landslide susceptibility model.
Based on the mentioned motivation, this research aim is to expand the body knowledge of
landslide modeling through introducing a new machine learning ensemble approach that combines the
Logistic Model Trees (LMTree) algorithm [52] and Bagging Ensemble (BE) [53], named as BE-LMtree,
for enhancing the performance of the landslide model. LMTree is a relative new and promising machine
learning algorithm that was rarely explored for the landslide study, whereas Bagging ensemble is an
framework that has proven efficient in landslide modeling [51,54]. Consequently, a combination of
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BE and LMTree has resulted in a new powerful prediction method, and to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time that the BE-LMTree is studied for landslide susceptibility.
2. Theoretical Background of the Methods
2.1. Logistic Model Tree
Logistic Model Trees (LMTree), which is a relatively new machine learning algorithm, is developed
based on the integration of tree induction algorithm and additive logistic regression [52]. The difference
of LMTree when compared to the other decision tree algorithms is that the tree growing process
is carried out using the LogitBoost algorithm [52,55] and the tree pruning is performed using
Classification And Regression Tree (CART) [56].
Given a training dataset T = (xi, yi)
ds
i=1 with xi ∈ RD is the input vector, ds is the number of data
samples, D is the dimension of the training dataset, and yi ∈ (1, 0) is the label class. In this research
context, the input vector consists of eight variables (slope, aspect, elevation, land cover, soil type,
lithology, distance to fault, and distance to river), whereas the label class contains two classes, landslide
(LS) and non-landslide (Non-LS). The landslide class is coded as “1” and the non-landslide is coded as
“0”. The objective of LMTree is to construct a tree-like structure model that is capable of classifying the
training dataset into the two above classes in term of probability. The predicted numeric value to the
landslide class of sample is used as susceptibility index.
Structurally, the LMTree model consists of a root node, a set of inner nodes, and a set of leaves.
The aim of the training phase that includes the tree growing and the tree pruning processes is to
determine the best tree structure with numbers of inner nodes and leaves. Accordingly, first, a logistic
regression model Equation (1) is built at the root note using the binary LogitBoost algorithm [57] and
the training dataset. In the next step, the training dataset at the root is split using the C4.5 splitting
rule [58] in order to sort appropriate sub-datasets for the inner nodes, and then, logistic regression
models Equation (1) for these inner nodes is built using their associated sorted datasets and the binary
LogitBoost. The tree continues growing in the same procedure until it meets the stopping criterion of
less than 15 samples at nodes. Finally, to prevent the LMTree model from over-fitting, the tree pruning
is performed using the CART algorithm that is based on a combination of the model error and the
model complexity [52].
In the LMTree building process, the binary LogitBoost algorithm [57] is used to generate logistic
regression models Equation (1) for all of the inner nodes and leaves, as follows.
fLS,Non−LS(x) =∑Di=1 βixi + β0 (1)
where D is the total number of landslide input factors and βi is the logistic coefficient.
The membership probability [52] of the landslide class at the leaves of the LMTree model is
posterior probabilities derived using Equation (2) and is used as landslide susceptibility index.
p((LS, Non− LS) |x ) = exp fLS,Non−LS(x)
exp fLS(x) + exp fNon−LS(x)
(2)
The complexity of the LMTree model could be estimated using the following equation [52]:
MC = O(dept ∗ ds ∗ log n + ds ∗ D2 ∗ dept + nt2) (3)
where MC is the model complexity; dept is the depth of the initial unpruned tree; nt is the number
of nodes in the LMTree; ds is the number of training samples; and, D is the number of landslide
predisposing factors.
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2.2. Bagging Ensemble
Ensemble learning is a machine learning paradigm where multiple classifiers are trained and
combined to enhance the prediction capability of a model. Different from popular machine learning
approaches where one model is built from the training data, ensemble frameworks try to generate a
set of sub-datasets from the training data, and then, each sub-dataset is used to construct a classifier,
which is also called a based learner. At last, all of the based learners are combined to form the final
prediction model using combination techniques i.e., averaging or majority voting [59].
Different ensemble techniques have been successfully proposed i.e., Bagging, AdaBoost,
Multiboost, Stacking, and Rotation forest [60]; however, in landslide modeling, Bagging ensemble has
proven robust and better than other ensembles [26,51,54], therefore, it is selected for this study.
Bagging also called Bootstrap aggregating in the full name is one of the earliest procedure for
generating sub-datasets and combining based learners proposed by Breiman [53]. Using the training
dataset, this technique generates bootstrap samples in which some of the samples are replicated and
some samples are omitted. These bootstrap samples, which are called bootstrapped sub-datasets,
are used to construct based learners using the same classification algorithm i.e., the LMTree in this
work. These based learners are then combined using the majority voting strategy.
3. The Study Area and Spatial Datasets
3.1. Description of the Upper Reaches Area of Red River Basin
The study area is the Upper reaches area of the Red River Basin (URRB) (103◦33′36′ ′–104◦30′50” E,
22◦05′40′ ′–22◦47′52” N) that belongs to the Lao Cai, a north-western mountainous province in Vietnam
(Figure 1). The URRB covers an area of 3273.5 km2 with complex topography, steep slopes, and narrow
valleys. The topography is highly fragmented with high mountains ranges, wide valleys, and deep
streams, which result in high relief amplitudes [40]. The altitude varies from 48.1 m to 2812.6 m
above sea level, with the mean and the standard deviation of 528.6 m and 484.9 m, respectively.
Topographically, 61.8% of the URRB is occupied by slope angles that are higher than 15◦, whereas
areas with slopes less than 5◦ cover approximately 7.3% the total area of the URRB. The remaining
30.9% are areas located in the slope group 5–15◦.
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Hydrologically, due to the fragmentation of the terrain, the river system in the study area is dense
and evenly distributed (Figure 1). These rivers are characterized by being narrow and steep, which
are favorable conditions for the occurrence of flash flood and landslides. The Red River, which is the
second largest river in Vietnam, is the major channel system of the URRB. This river originates from
Yunnan province (China) and flows south-eastward to the study area [61].
The climate of URRB is divided into two seasons: the rainy season begins from April to October
and the dry season lasts from November to March next year. The average temperature ranges range
from 23 ◦C to 29 ◦C [62] and the average annual rainfall is from 1400 mm to 1900 mm [63].
The URRB is located in an active tectonic region with the relatively fast movement of the Red River
fault zone that results in continuously landslide occurrences over the years [40]. It should be noted that
the Red River fault zone is one of the four main tectonic features in north Vietnam that begins from
Tibetan plateau (China) and extends to the Red River area of Vietnam [64,65]. Twenty seven geological
formations outcrop in the basin with varied area and space distribution (Figure 2). Quaternary deposits,
which consist of mainly granule, grit, breccia, pebble, boulder, and sand, cover 7.04% of the total area of
the basin. Whereas, 86.68% of the basin is covered by nine geological formations, Suoi Chieng (23.62%),
Ha Giang (10.96%), Nui Con Voi (10.54%), Sinh Quyen (10.43%), Ngoi Chi (8.44%), Cam Duong (8.29%),
Ye Yen Sun (6.23%), Po Sen (5.96%), and Muong Hum (2.21%). The main lithologies are biotite schist,
garnet-biotite gneiss, coaly shale, marble cherty shale, quartz-plagioclase-biotite schist, and two-mica
schist. Detailed distribution of the lithological formations in the basin is shown in Figure 2.
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3.2. Geospatial Data
Landslide inventory map for the URRB was constructed from two main sources: (i) historic
landslides from the project VAST05.02/14-15 in 2015, which was prepared by Tien Bui et al. [40]; and,
(ii) landslide polygons from the State-Funded Landslide Project (SFLP) 2016 [9], a national landslide
program that is carrying out in Vietnam. The SFLP project has systematically investigated and collected
historic landslides for all northwest mountainous provinces in Vietnam, including the study area.
Accordingly, these landslides were mainly interpreted and mapped using aerial photos and field
investigations. Detailed descriptions of methods and techniques for obtaining these historic landslides
in the SFLP project are present in [9].
As result, a total of 255 historic soil-mixed-boulder slides that occurred during the last two
decades were registered for the landslide inventory map (Figure 1). It is noted that many rock falls
were excluded out of this research because their falling mechanism are very different when compared
to that of the soil-mixed-boulder slides. Analysis of the landslide inventory map showed that these
slides occurred due to rainfall during tropical rainstorms [40]. Our statistical analysis of these slides
showed that the largest and the smallest landslides are 116627.9 m2 and 6.2 m2, respectively, with the
mean is 3742.5 m2 and the standard deviation is 11467.3 m2. Approximately 9.1% of the landslide
inventories are large landslides (>10,000 m2), whereas 9.1% of the landslide inventories are medium
landslides (1000–10,000 m2), and the remaining are landslides less than 1000 m2. Two examples of
landslide photos in the study area are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Two photos of landslides in the study area: (a) Landslide at the Mong Sen area and
(b) Landslide at Km 7 Lao Cai. The two photos were taken by Xuan-Luan Truong in August 2014.
B cause the rain ll-trigged landslides in this study area occurred due to interactions of
various geo-environmen al factors, in lu ing topogr phy, land cover, li hology, soil type, and river
network [9,40,66,67], these factors were selected for this analysis. Digital elevation model (DEM) with
resolution of 25 × 25 m for the URRB area was constructed using digital topographic maps 1:50,000
scale provided by the Ministry of Natural Resource and Environment of Vietnam. Using this DEM,
three morphometric factors, slope, elevation, and aspect, were generated. To build the slope map
(Figure 4a), seven categories were used. For the elevation map (Figure 4b), eight categories were
considered. These categories were determined using Jenks natural break available in ArcGIS. For the
aspect ap, nice facing slopes were used (Figure 4c).
Land cover map (Figure 4d) a scale of 1:50,000 with nine classes for the URRB area wa derived
from the pr ject No.02/2012/ HD-HTSP funded by Ministry of Education and Training of Vietnam.
The nine classes were obtained through the classification of Landsat 8 OLI imagery in 2013 using
ENVI software. Soil type map (Figure 4e) at 1:100,000 scale with 13 soil types for the URRB area was
provided by Department of Agriculture and Rural Development of the Lao Cai province.
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Lithological map for the URRB area was constructed based on National Geological and Mineral
Resources Maps at scale of 1: 200,000, as provided by the Ministry of Natural Resource and
Environment of Vietnam. Our analysis showed that more than 15 formations outcrop in the URRB
area (see Figure 2). For this research, the lithological map with seven categories was constructed
(Figure 4f) and these categories were separated based on clay composition, weathering characteristics,
and material strength [24,68,69]. Detailed characteristics of the seven categories could be found in Tien
Bui, et al. [70]. Fault is an popular factor for landslide susceptibility that was used various works i.e.,
in [71–73], and especially, it is an important factor for landslide modeling in areas that are affected by
tectonic activities [74]. In this research, distance to fault map (Figure 4g) with seven classes [40] for the
URRB area was constructed by buffering the fault lines extracted from the National Geological and
Mineral Resources Maps above.
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Soil type (e) legend: D: Sloping soil; Fl: Cultivated rice yellowish red soil; Fs: Yellowish red
soil on claystone and metamorphic rocks; Py: Alluvial soil deposited by river; Pe: neutral-less acidic
and light texture alluvial soil; Fp: Brown-yellowish soil on old alluvium; Fq: Light yellowish soil on
sandstone; Pbe: Neutral and less acidic alluvial soil; Flv: Red soil on limestone; Fn: Brown-yellowish
soil on limestone; He: Humus yellow red soil on claystone and metamorphic rocks; Fa: Yellowish red
soil on acid magmatic rock; and Ha: Humus yellow red soil on acid igneous rock. Lithology (f) legend:
AciNeu-Mag: Acid-neutral magmatic rocks; Extrus-R: Extrusive rocks; Mafic-ultra: Mafic-ultramafic
rocks; Meta-Alumi: Metamorphic rock with aluminosilicate components; Meta-Quart: Metamorphic rock
with rich quarts components; Q-DP: Quaternary deposits; and, Sed-Cacb: Sedimentary carbonate rocks.
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The proposed approach is a hybridization of LMTree and BE and is named as BE-LMTree. It should
be noted that the data processing and coding were conducted using IDRISI Selva 17.0 (Clark University,
Worcester, MA, USA, 2017) and ArcGIS 10.4 (ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA, USA 2017). The BE code is from
Kuncheva [59] whereas the Logistic Model Tree algorithm is available at Weka’s API [75]. The proposed
BE-LMTree model was programmed by the authors in the Matlab environment.
4.1. Establishment of GIS Database, the Training Dataset and the Validation Dataset
In the first step, a GIS database for this project was designed and established using ArcCatalog
software. Accordingly, the File Geodatabase format was used due to the ability to host and process very
large geographic datasets with their different data types in a only one file system [76]. Accordingly,
the GIS database consists of 255 landslide polygons and eight predisposing factors (slope, aspect,
elevation, land cover, soil type, lithology, distance to fault, and distance to river). These landslide
polygons and factors were converted to raster format with a resolution of 25 m. In this research,
the categories of the eight predisposing factors were coded and normalized, as suggested in [24,77],
to avoid the imbalance of categorical magnitudes [78].
In landslide modeling, cross validation [79] that has proven efficient for evaluating the model
performance should be used. Accordingly, in this research, 179 landslide polygons (70%, 1006 pixels)
were randomly extracted [80] and used for training the landslide models, whereas the other
76 landslides (30%, 441 pixels) were used for assessing the prediction capability of the models. Because
the proposed approach in this study employs “on-off” classification, the equal amount of non-landslide
pixels were also randomly sampled in the not-yet landslide areas of the basin, area with slope angles
less than 5o, as suggested in [32]. Detailed discussions on sampling strategies can be found at [81].
In the next step, values of the eight predisposing factors for all of the aforementioned pixels were
extracted to build the training dataset and the validation dataset. Finally, the coding process that was
proposed in [17] was performed, in which the landslide pixels were assigned “1” and the non-landslide
pixels were assigned “0”.
Because the aforementioned partition of the landslide dataset into the training and validation
datasets was randomly generated only once; therefore, a further cross validation was additionally used
to ensure that the modeling result is the objective. Accordingly, 10-fold cross validation was employed
in the training phase with the training dataset to build landslide models. Thus, the training dataset was
randomly partitioned into 10 equally sized subsets; nine subsets were used for building the landslide
model, whereas the remaining subset was used for testing the landslide model. This procedure was
repeated 10 times where each subset was being used once as the testing dataset. Once the model was
successfully trained using the training dataset with the 10-fold cross validation procedure, the model
was again validated using the validation dataset.
4.2. Merit Evaluation of Factor
Identification of relevant features is an essential task when employing machine learning techniques
for landslide susceptibility [82]. This is because landslide is a typical real-world problem that is
influenced by various factors, but the contribution of these factors to the prediction model is different.
If non-contribution factors are included in the model, then they may cause noises that reduce the
prediction power of the final model; therefore, these factors should be excluded.
To detect non-relevant factors in this study, Pearson technique was employed to quantify the
predictive power of all landslide predisposing factors. Accordingly, the meritof these features were






where Meriti is the correlation value of landslide predisposing factor IFi and the label class y; covr(.) is
the covariance; and, varr(.) is the variance.
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4.3. Configuration and Training of the BE-LMTree Model
Configuration of the BE-LMTree model consists of two steps: (i) Determining the minimum
number of samples (NS) that are used for growing the LMTree; and, (ii) Determining the number
of bootstrap subsets (BS) used for BE. Because at least five samples are required to build a logistic
regression model at a tree node [52], we varied NS from 5 to 100 with a step size of 1, and then,
estimating the classification rate of the corresponding LMTree model on both the training dataset and
the validation dataset. As a result, minimum of 10 samples is the best for the data at hand; therefore,
NS of 10 was selected. For the case of determining the number of the bootstrap subsets, since no
thumb rule is available, an empirical test was carried out by varying BS from 2 to 100, and then,
compute their classification rates of the LMTree model both on the training dataset and the validation
dataset. The test result revealed that the BE-LMTree with 50 tree-based classifiers provided the highest
classification accuracy for the data at hand; therefore, BS of 50 is selected. Once the BE-LMTree model
had been configured, the training process was carried out to derive the final BE-LMTree model.
4.4. Performance Assessment of the Final BE-LMTree Model
Because the landslide modeling in this research is considered to be a binary form of pattern
recognition, therefore the performance of the final BE-LMTree model could be assessed using confusion
matrix (Figure 6) [40], both on the training dataset and the validation dataset. Based on the matrix,
several model measures are further derived i.e., sensitivity (SEN), specificity (SPE), positive predictive
power (PP2), and negative predictive power (NP2), Kappa statistics, and classification accuracy (CLA)
for the assessment, as suggested in [50]. It should be noted that a perfect landslide model will have
100% for SEN, SPE, PP2, NP2, and CLA.
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For the case of CLA, although CLA provides the overall performance of the landslide model,
however, a landslide model with a high CLA value may not classify the landslide pixels well. Therefore,
the likelihood ratio (LLR) is additionally used [84]. LLR is a metric that assesses the trade-off of both
SEN and SPE of landslide models. The higher the LLR value, the better the landslide model.
Global performance of the BE-LMTree model is summarized and assessed using the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve and Area Under the curve (AUC) [40,41,85]. In general,
the closer the curve to the upper left corner, the better performance of the landslide model. Once the
ROC curve is constructed, AUC for the model is computed and used to quantify the quality of the
model. Accordingly, the performance of the model is excellent (AUC belong to 0.9–1), good (AUC
belong to 0.8–0.9), fair (AUC belong to 0.7–0.8), and poor (AUC is less than 0.7) [86].
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4.5. Computing Landslide Susceptibility Index
When the final BE-LMTree model is satisfied in the performance assessment check, the model is
used to compute susceptibility index for all the pixels of the study area. These susceptibility indices are
then converted to the ASCII raster format in ArcGIS using a Python application that was developed by
the authors. Finally, the landslide susceptibility map is classified by five susceptibility classes: very
high, high, moderate, low, and very low [87].
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Predictive Ability Assessment
Result of the predictive ability evaluation of the eight predisposing factors is shown in Table 1. It is
noted that the 10-fold cross validation was used to ensure the stable assessment result, as suggested
in [88]. It could be seen that slope the highest predictive with the average merit (AM) is 0.225, followed
by distance to river (AM of 0.171), lithology (AM of 0.148), aspect (AM of 0.129), and elevation (AM
of 0.102). In contrast, soil type (AM of 0.038), distance to fault (AM of 0.055), and land cover (AM of
0.077) have low predictive ability values (Table 1).
The findings are reasonable because slope is widely recognized as the most important factor for
landslide in various projects [89,90]. From the above results, it could be seen that all predisposing
factors revealed predictive values to landslide model; therefore, we concluded that they are all relevant
factors and are included in this analysis.
Table 1. Predictive ability of eight landslide predisposing factors using Pearson technique and 10-fold
cross validation techniques.
No. Predisposing Factors Average Merit Standard Deviation
1 Slope 0.225 0.008
2 Distance to river 0.171 0.008
3 Lithology 0.148 0.008
4 Aspect 0.129 0.008
5 Elevation 0.102 0.006
6 Land cover 0.077 0.008
7 Distance to fault 0.055 0.005
8 Soil type 0.038 0.005
5.2. Model Training and Evaluation
Using the eight predisposing factors, the BE-LMTree model was trained using the training dataset
with the 10-fold cross validation technique. The training result is shown in Figure 7. It could be
seen that the CLA of the BE-LMTree model is 93.81%, indicating a high degree of fit of the model
with the dataset. Kappa statistics of 0.876 indicates the high agreement of the model and the training
dataset. SEN of the BE-LMTree model is 93.02%, indicating that the proportion of the landslide pixels
is correctly classified to the landslide class is 93.02%. Whereas, SPE is 94.63%, indicating that the
proportion of the non-landslide pixels is correctly classified to the non-landslide class is 94.63%. PP2 is
94.72%, indicating that the probability that the BE-LMTree model correctly classifies pixels to the
landslide class is 94.72%. NP2 is 92.89% indicating that the probability the BE-LMTree model correctly
classifies pixels to the non-landslide class is 92.89%. Overall, these above measures have demonstrated
that the BE-LMTree model performed very well with the training dataset.
To assess the contribution of landslide factors to the BE-LMT model, each factor was removed,
and then, the classification accuracy (CLA) was estimated. The reduction of CLA of the BE-LMT
model when one or more factors were removed indicates the contribution of these factors to the model.
The result is shown in Table 2. It could be seen that when Distance to Fault and Soil type were removed
from the LMT model, the CLA was reduced 2.12%. Therefore, although the average merit of Distance to
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fault (0.055) and Soil type (0.038) are small (see Table 1), the two factors contributed to 2.12% increasing
classification accuracy of the BE-LMT model. An even larger accuracy decrease (4.3%, see Table 2)
occurred when the four most significant variables (Slope, Distance to river, Lithology, and Aspect) are
used into the BE-LMT model. Overall, it is reasonable of the to keep all factors in this research.
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4 Land cover 93.60
5 Soil type 93.59
6 Lithology 91.97
7 Distance to fault 92.83
8 Distance to river 93.35
9 Distance to Fault and Soil type 91.69
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The prediction performance of the BE-LMTree model is assessed using the validation dataset
and the result is shown in Figure 8. It could be observed that the CLA is 87.89%, indicating a high
prediction result. Kappa statistics of 0.759 indicates that the prediction performance of the model is
75.9% better than random. SEN of the BE-LMTree model is 92.25%, indicating that the proportion of
the landslide pixels, which is accurately predicted, is 92.25%. SPE of the BE-LMTree model is 84.35%,
indicating that the proportion of the non-landslide pixels is accurately predicted is 84.35%. PP2 of the
model is 82.73%, indicating that the probability that the BE-LMTree model accurately predicts pixels to
the landslide class is 82.73%. NP2 is 93.05%, indicating that the probability that the BE-LMTree model
accurately predicts pixels to the non-landslide class is 93.05%.
Figure 9 shows 72 mispredicted landslide pixels (false positive) and 29 mispredicted non-landslide
pixels (false negative) for the study area. We see that the 76.4% and 20.8% of the mispredicted
landslide pixels were located in areas with slope angles <8.86◦ or slope angles from 36.39◦ to 5.87◦,
respectively. The mispredicted landslide pixels were also mainly located in elevation 174.78–358.94 m
(76.4%), the lithology of sedimentary carbonate rocks (73.6%), the yellowish red soil on claystone and
metamorphic rocks (87.5%), distance to fault >700 m (76.4%), and distance to river >200 m (79.2%).
Distribution of the mispredicted landslide pixels in the classes in the other factors was more even.
Regarding the mispredicted non-landslide pixels, they were mainly located in the distance to river
>200 m (79.3%), the dense forest land (69.0%), and the yellowish red soil on claystone and metamorphic
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rocks (62.1%). For the other factors, the distribution of the mispredicted non-landslide pixels in their
classes was quite even.
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The global prediction capability of the BE-LMTree model is summarized and presented using
the ROC curve and AUC (Figure 10). It can be seen that AUC is 0.834, indicating that the prediction
capability of the proposed model is 83.4%, which is a high prediction capability.
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5.3. Comparison of the BE-LMTree Model with Benchmark
Because this is the first time that the BE-LMTree model is inves igated f r landslide modeling, the
validity of the proposed model therefor was evaluated and compared with the benchmark. We select
su port v ct r mac in (SVMC) as a benchmark because SVMC has proven fficient and outperforms
other conv ntion l m thods [38,91]. For constructing the SVMC model, the radial basic function (RBF)
kernel [41,92,93] was selected and the grid-search method [94–96] was used to riv the best the
regulariz tion (C = 9) and kernel width (γ = 0.245). In addition, the performance of the LMTree model
was also include to present the merit of the proposed BE-LMTree model that is an integra io of th
Bagging ensemble and the LMTree.
The result is shown in Figures 7, 8, and 10. Using the training dataset, the CLA of the SVMC
model (90.08%) and the LMTree model (92.03%) is slightly lower than CLA (93.81%) of the BE-LMTree
model. Regarding LLR, the SVMC model (7.93) and the LMTree model (13.13) have lower values when
compared to that of the BE-LMTree model (17.31). The other detailed metrics of the two models are
shown in Figure 7. Overall, the BE-LMTree model performs better than the SVMC model and the
LMTree model in the training dataset.
Using the validation dataset, the prediction performance of the SVMC model and the LMTree
model is evaluated (Figure 8). It could be seen that the proposed BE-LMTree model (CLA = 87.98,
LLR = 5.89) has a higher prediction performance when compared to those of the SVMC model
(CLA = 86.45%, LLR = 5.09) and the LMTree model (CLA = 82.85%, LLR = 4.05). The global prediction
capabilities of the three landslide models are assessed using the ROC curve and AUC (Figure 10).
It could be been that the proposed BE-LMTree model (AUC = 0.834) is slightly higher than those of
the SVMC model (AUC = 0.825) and the LMTree model (AUC = 0.813). Other detailed prediction
performances of the three models are presented in Figure 8. Based on the aforementioned analysis,
it could be concluded that the proposed BE-LMTree model is capable of producing the best landslide
susceptibility result for this study area.
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5.4. The Landslide Susceptibility Map
The final BE-LMTree model derived from the training step above was then used to compute
landslide susceptibility indices for the Upper Reaches Area of Red River Basin (URRB), Vietnam.
Accordingly, all of the predisposing factors in the raster maps were converted into ASCII format,
and then fed to the BE-LMTree model to generate susceptibility indices. Distribution of these
susceptibility indices is shown in Figure 11.
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These landslide susceptibility indices were then transformed to the raster format to manage in
ArcGIS software using a python application that was programmed by the authors. Finally, the landslide
susceptibility map (Figure 12) for the URRB was cartographically presented by five classes: very high
(10%), high (10%), moderate (15%), low (25%), and very low (40%). To determine the thresholds for
these classes, the extensively used graphic curve method has been considered to be the most suitable;
a detailed explanation of it is available in [87,97,98]. The thresholds for these classes were determined
based on an analysis of the susceptibility index map and the landslide inventory map, and then,
the percentage of the landslide pixel versus the percentage of the susceptibility indices was calculated.
At last, the four thresholds for the five classes were obtained.
Characteristics of the five landslide susceptibility classes that were derived from the BE-LMTree
model the study area are shown in Table 3. Accordingly, the overall landslide frequency (OLF)
proposed in [99] for the five classes was derived, and theoretically, the overall frequency should
gradually grow from the very low class to the very high class [87]. It can be seen that the very high
occupied only 10% of the study area, but it has the highest OLF value (4.40), followed by the high
class (OLF = 1.59), the moderate class (OLF = 0.86), the low class (OLF = 0.43), and the very low class
(OLF = 0.41). These confirm that the BE-LMTree model performed well with the URRB area.
Table 3. Characteristics of the landslide susceptibility classes derived from the BE-LMTree model the
study area.
No. Index Interval LandslideSusceptibility (%) Expression
Overall andslide
Frequency (OLF) Areas (km
2)
1 1.000–0.981 90–100 Very high 4.40 327.4
2 0.965–0.980 80–90 High 1.59 327.4
3 0.925–0.964 65–80 Moderate 0.86 491.0
4 0.795–0.924 40–65 Low 0.43 818.4
5 0.000–0. 794 0–50 Very low 0.41 1309.4
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Visual interpretation of the map (Figure 12) shows that the high probability of landslide is for areas
i.e., Sapa, Bat Xat, and Bao Yen, therefore these areas should receive more attention in the development
of remedial measures for the landslide prevention. Inversely, the low probability of landslide is for
the Van Ban area. In fact, this area belongs to the Hoang Lien National Park, which is covered by the
protected and dense tropical forest [100], therefore, having a low probability of landslide.
6. Concluding Remarks
This paper proposes a new modeling approach that is a hybrid intelligence of BE-LMTree
for landslide susceptibility mapping with a case study at URRB. According to current literature,
the BE-LMTree model has not been used for landslide modeling. For this purpose, the GIS database for
the URRB area has been established, which contains a total of 255 historic soil-mixed-boulder slides
and eight geo-environmental factors. These factors checked their merits to landslide using the Pearson
correlation. The GIS database was then used to construct and verify the BE-LMTree model. Quality of
the final BE-LMTree model was checked using confusion matrices and several model measures.
The results in this study point out that the new approach of the BE-LMTree could help to model
landslide susceptibility with desirable prediction capability. When compared to the support vector
machines (SVMC), a recognized benchmark in landslide modeling, the proposed BE-LMTree model
presents a better performance. Therefore, the BE-LMTree is a new promising tool that could be used to
enhance the quality of landslide susceptibility mapping.
For the case of the LMTree, this technique has been recently investigated for landslide
susceptibility mapping with promising results i.e., in [50], the performance of the LMTree model in this
research is lower than that of the SVMC model and the BE-LMTree model (Figures 4 and 5). Therefore,
it could be concluded that the integration of the BE and the LMTree has significantly improved the
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quality of the LMTree model. This is due to the stability and robustness of the BE procedures itself
with the ability to reduce variances [101]. This finding agrees with [51], who concluded that the
performance of the landslide model is enhanced with the use of ensemble frameworks.
The main disadvantage of the proposed approach is that the quality of the BE-LMTree model is
heavily controlled by the minimum number of samples (NS) that is used for growing the LMTree and
the number of bootstrap subsets (BS) used in the BE. In this research, NS and BS were determined using
an empirical test. Although the NS and the BS found results in the high performance BE-LMTree model,
however these do not warrant them being the optimal parameters. Therefore, the performance of the
BE-LMTree model may be further enhanced if optimization algorithms are considered to integrate
in the model. In addition, the BE-LMTree may create a complex forest trees i.e., 50 trees in this
research. Therefore, the interpretation of the BE-LMTree model may be complicated. Despite the
aforementioned limitations, the BE-LMTree can be considered as a new and valid tool for landslide
susceptibility modeling.
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